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The Most Surprising Thing
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
UNTO the Feet of
Supreme Fathers, Almighty Lords
hawan and Kirpal Who, showering
Their limitless grace upon us, have given us the opportunities to sing Their
praises. It is all due to Their grace that
we are able to listen to Their glory and
we are able to sing Their praises, and
in this way are able to make our tongue
and ears holy. So it is all due to Their
grace and kindness that we are able to
maintain Their remembrance and spend
time in Their devotion.
The perfect Masters have always
come into this world; They have come
in all the religions and communities.
When They came They always told us
that whenever God Almighty wants to
shower His grace upon us, when He
wants to reward us for our good deeds,
He gives us the human birth, and if He
wants to shower even more grace upon
us, He encourages us and He brings us
to the feet of the perfect Master. When
we are brought to the feet of the perfect
Master, and when that Master wants to
shower His grace upon us, He connects
us with that Shabd Naam for which we
have been given this human body.
Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to say
that we cannot realize God Almighty
through our mind and intellect, because

This Satsang was given August 31,
1995, in Ipswich, Australia.

the mind and intellect are the ignorant
ones; and the ABC of Spirituality starts
only where the limit of the mind and
intellect ends.
We know that animals like elephants
are very powerful, and human beings
cannot compete with them as far as
physical strength is concerned. But we
know how, using his intellect, man can
ride on them, he can even put them in
the cages, and whatever he wants them
to do, he can make them do.
Guru Ram Dass Ji Maharaj says,
"0 Lord, all this creation is created by
You. Within all the creatures You are
manifested."
We know that uneasy lies the head
which wears the crown. If anyone is
powerful, he has more responsibilities.
So just as humans are called the leader
of creation, the highest of all, at the
same time human beings have more responsibilities than the other creatures.
Masters lovingly tell us that the devotion of God Almighty is the only
thing which we cannot do using our
mind and intellect. We do not have
much time. Time and tide waits for no
man. So we have very limited time and
we have a lot of work to do. That is
why we have to do the devotion of God
in this human birth.
All the Saints give us a warning.
They have compared this life to a color
which doesn't remain permanently. Just

as that color is impermanent, in the
same way, this life is also impermanent.
We are living in this world forming
relationships, but we know that all of
these relationships are temporary. They
are not going to last forever, because
all these people have relations with us
only as long as our body is here. One
day all these relationships must end.
You know how great is the relationship between husband and wife. But
they are also attached to each other only
as long as their interests are fulfilled.
Once their purpose is no longer served,
or if they don't like each other, or each
other's body, or if they are not getting
what they expect from each other, or if
anything else goes wrong, that relationship is broken. Even though it was supposed to be the greatest relationship,
still we see that it doesn't exist forever.
Kabir Sahib says, "The woman was
considered to be the most adorable and
the man always used to live with her.
But when the soul withdrew from her
body, he left her, saying, 'Now a ghost
resides there.' "
Kabir Sahib says, "Always remember that time when your soul is going
to be withdrawn from the body." You
know how, because of the presence of
that power, our body is running here
and there, we are getting name and
fame, and we are doing wonders. We
do so many things - but when that
power is withdrawn from our body,
when our soul is taken out of the body,
no one will pay even a penny for it.
Kabir Sahib says. "Human birth is
very precious. One doesn't get it again
and again. Once the fmit ripens and
falls from the tree: it doesn't get back

on the tree. In the same way. once we
lose the human birth, we do not get it
again." He said that human life is a
precious gem which God Almighty has
given to you; it is very precious. And
just as when fruit ripens and falls from
the tree. no matter how much effort
you make, still you cannot put it back
on the same branch. In the same way,
once you lose this human life, once the
activity of breathing stops, no matter
how much oxygen you install in your
body, no matter how many things you
install in your body, still you cannot
bring that body back to life. Once that
power, that soul, is taken out from the
body, no one wants to pay even a penny for this body; it becomes useless.
That is why Kabir Sahib said that the
human birth is very precious.
Kabir Sahib says, "As long as there
is the oil of life in this lamp. and as
long as the wick of life is there. this
lamp is glowing and giving light. When
the oil of life is finished and when the
wick is also finished, then Dear Ones,
no one asks us anything."
As a matter of fact, the coming of
the Saints and Mahatinas into this world
is only to remind us, "Dear Ones. you
people are sleeping in this world. You
are sleeping in respect to God Almighty
and you think that you are awake. but
you are not. You are sleeping in respect to God and you are awake in respect to this world. And your life, the
thing which you understand as your very
own, in fact is not your very own. because it is not going to last forever."
In the Mnhabharata there is a short
story. Yudhistra was asked a question
by Yaksha, "What is the most surprising thing in the world?" Yudhistra reSANT BANI

plied, "The most surprising thing is that
~ v ourselvcs
c
take our friends and relatives to the cremation ground. We see
people dying and we take them on our
own shoulders to the cremation ground.
Either we consign their dead bodies to
the flames or we bury them under thc
ground, but still we think that death is
only for those people who have dicd
and it is not going to come to us. That
is why we continue indulging in wine
and other bad things. thinking that these
things are for us and death is not for
us." So this is the most surprising thing:
even though we see death happening
all around us, but still we think that it
is not going to come to us.

A brief hymn of Guru Nanak De!. Ji
Mahara-1 is presented to you. He says
that whether one is a god or a goddess.
whether onc is a Saint, a rishi or muni,
whether one is a man or a woman eiSeryonehas been given a limited number of breaths by God Almighty, and
whcn that wealth of breaths is finished
one day, all have to leave this world.
Many of our dear ones leave our
company; we leave the company of
many of the dear ones. Just as there is
union in this world, in the same way,
separation also exists here.

Sufi Saint Farid Sahib says that on
the very day you were born, the day of
your departure was also written, and at
that appointed time the Angel of Death
comes to take you back.
Breaking your bones, He will take
your soul out of the body. Those who
do not go along with Him [willingly]
at the appointed time suffer a great deal,
because He has to come there, and He
has to take you.
In Iildia the marriages of the children are arranged by the parents and
they set a date when the groom will
come to take the bride away. And on
that appointed day, no matter how many
difficulties he has to face, that groom
comes and shows his face to his bride.
And even if the bride is not prepared to
go wlth the groom because she is still
attached to her parents and to the place
where she has lived all her life, but still
on that appointed day the bride has to
go with the groom once he comes there.
Sufi Saint Farid Sahib and Guru
Nanak Sahib have referred to our soul
as the wife, and they have called God
Almighty as the Husband of our soul.
On the day on which the soul enters
this body. the day when the Angel of
Death is supposed to come and take
that soul out of the body is fixed. On
that appointed day, even if that soul is
attached very much to the body and to
her surroundings, but still the Angel of
Death, will come. You know that when
the soul is leaving the body, tears run
from the eyes and a person feels a lot
of pain, because nobody wants to die.
At that time people ask for a good doctor, and they try so many different
things to live in this body longer. But
the Masters lovingly tell us, "When the

day that you must leave this body and
this world was already fixed on the very
day when you entered this body. then
how can you avoid that? Because when
the Angel of Death who is to take the
soul out of the body knows the appointed day and has come to take the
soul away, how can you stop him from
taking the soul out?"
Sufi Saint Farid Sahib says. "That
groom doesn't come discreetly. He
comes very openly, when both eyes are
still seeing Him, and first of all He takes
control of this fort of the body in which
we are living, and He turns off the
lamps of our eyes. and then He takes
our soul out from our body."
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "What
country or community should I mention? Because people living in all the
countries and belonging to all the different co~nlnunitiesand religions. they
all have to face this separation. They
all have to die. They all have to leave
this world some day. Only those who
remember their separation. only those
who remember their death, are the ones
who live happily, because they know
they have seen the place where they
have to go while they are still living."
Dear Ones, just by talking about
death we cannot always remember
death. That separation called death can
only be remembered if we do the meditation of the Shabd Naam. Because by
doing the meditation of the Shabd Naam
we can die while we are still living.
Once again we can be born anew. And
while doing the meditation of the Shabd
Naam, we ourselves can go within and
see the place where we will live after
we leave this body.
SANT BANI

Go and ask the clever people whether
or not they shall meet in the world
hereafter.
Kabir Sahib says that groups are going
from this side towards there, but no one
comes from there to tell us whether we
will meet all the people from whom we
are separated over here, whether we will
see them again in the other world or
not. Satguru is the only One Who comes
from there, so that is why He lovingly
says, "Go to the Satguru and ask Him,
'Will we be able to see those whom we
have left over here?' He will tell you,
'No, Dear Ones, no one is going to
meet again over there, because over
there only the deeds which you have
done here in this lifetime will bear witness to you, will come to your rescue.
And according to your actions, you will
be given places to go and later a body.
Even before you leave this body, according to your present actions and
deeds, another body is already formed
and prepared for you where you have
to go and live.' "
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that a jiva doesn't go very far away
from the place where he used to live.
Because of our love and attachment to
those people and those places of our
past, we come back to the same place.
We may have been the elder ones in
that family, but because of our love and
attachment we may come back as the
animals or pets of that family. Because
of our give and take and our attachment we do not go very far away from
that place.
I have often told you a story of my
father which I saw with my own eyes
and heard with my own ears. I am not
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telling you this story from a book or
from hearsay. I witnessed this myself.
There used to live a dog in our home
and he was very forceful. He used to
frighten us kids. And he would never
sit on the ground; he would always sit
on the bed, and he would also eat butter and other very good foods, and on
Tuesdays he would fast, he would not
eat anything. [much laughter]
Often I have told you that the Masters, those Mahatmas Who reach up to
Brahm, have gained a unique kind of
consciousness, and whenever it is in
Their Will, They definitely tell us that
which They know. Once when Baba
Bishan Dass came to visit my home,
my father told Him how that dog was
intimidating the kids, how he would
only eat butter and other good foods,
and how he always sat on the bed.
So Baba Bishan Dass asked my father, "La1 Singh, do you recognize this
dog?" My father replied, "Master, how
can I recognize him? I am a human
being and he is an animal." So Baba
Bishan Dass said, "He is your father.
Because your father was so attached to
you and to this family, that is why he
has come back to you as a dog - and
if you remember, he used to fast on
Tuesdays." My father said, "Yes, my
father used to fast on Tuesdays."
"And because of all the habits he
had in his previous life, he is still having those habits, and that is why he
doesn't sit on the ground and he still
feels that he is the elder of this family
and house."
So the meaning of saying this is that
the soul doesn't go very far away. Even
though he was the soul of my father's
father, still my father did not know that.

Once he came to know that the dog
was his father. he always respected him
very much after that, and when he left
the body. according to the Indian traditions, my father cremated the dead body
of that dog with much respect.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "If you do
not have this understanding, if you do
not know this reality, go to the Masters
and ask Them whether we will be able
to maintain the relationship which we
have now with our wives, or whether
these companions will go with us to
the other world. Ask them whether all
the wealth and properties of this world
to which we are attached so much, and
to obtain which we sacrifice even very
precious principles - ask the Masters
whether we will be able to take them
with us. If you do not have the understanding, go to the Master and He will
tell you what is the reality."
Guru Nanak Sahib says that if we
were able to take some things with us
or leave some things over here so that
we may enjoy them when we come
back, then people would have done that
earlier, but that is not the case. We do
not take anything with us and we do
not come back into this world in the
same form to enjoy the things which
we have left behind here.
Those who forget the Lord, my Master,
shall sl(fer in terrible pain.

Guru Nanak Sahib first warned us about
the world and its things. He told us that
nothing from this world will go with
us. Not even the body in which we are
living will accompany us. Everything
will be left behind over here. Now He
asks us. "What is the thing which will

go with us? With whom should we
maintain the relationship. and which relation is the relation which will go with
us?" He says that the relationship with
our Master is the only thing which will
continue, which can be maintained, because He is our Friend in this world
and also in the world beyond. He is the
only One Who will help us and Who
will go with us. Very lovingly Guru
Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says. "Those
who have forgotten my beloved Master, those who have given up relying
on my beloved Master. are the unfortunate ones because they will have to suffer a great deal, they will come back
into this world again to suffer the pains
and the miseries of this world."
If the butcher realizes that he will
have to pay back - in the very same
way - the karma which he is doing by
killing the animals. do you think that
he will do that karma again? But he
doesn't realize that because he is intoxicated and he is doing his work.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says.
"The sinners go on sinning. They cry
and suffer a great deal, but still they go
on sinning. They do not realize that they
will be churned in the mill just like
yogurt is churned. They will also be
churned, and they will have to go
through a lot of pain and sufferings."
That is why Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj said. "Whether you are sitting or
standing, whether it is day or night. you
should do the meditation of the Shabd
Naam in such a way that not only you
yourself, but even your home becomes
pure and holy through your meditation."
"0 Beloved Friend, meditate on the
Naam in such a way that you become
the blessed one. the pure and holy one.
SANT BANI

Nanak says, Meditate in such a way
that even the home in which you are
residing becomes pure and holy."
Sopraise the True Loud, by whose grace
peace ever prevails.
Lovingly He says, "Whom should we
praise after coming into the human
body? Whose devotion should we do?"
He says, "We should devote ourselves
only to Him by looking at Whom we
get true peace and tranquility."
When people teach a parrot to speak,
they put a mirror in front of the parrot
and behind that mirror a person speaks.
The parrot thinks that the parrot [in the
mirror] is talking, and in that way the
parrot learns to speak, but in fact it is
the man behind the mirror who is teaching the parrot. In the same way, when
God Almighty wants to teach us, when
He wants to give us the knowledge, He
comes on the human level, and residing on our level, and living among us,
He gives us the knowledge. But we do
not know how that is happening.
Kabir Sahib tells us, "Brahm speaks
through the human body. How can even
Brahm speak without the human body?"
So when God Almighty wants to shower His grace, He comes in the human
body and He teaches us. Looking at
Him, His gracious vision gives peace
to our heart, our within becomes tranquil, and we get peace and contentment.
Hazrat Bahu says, "With just one
gracious glance, the Master can liberate millions. But even if millions of
eyes of the worldly people look at you,
they cannot take you anywhere."
Distance does not make any difference for the perfect Masters. Just as the
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tortoise takes care of her eggs by putting her attention on them, in the same
way, the perfect Masters always have
Their attention on every single disciple
of Theirs, and it doesn't matter if the
disciples are close to Them or far away.
Through Their attention They always
take care of and protect Their disciples.
Praise Him as the Great One; He is
and He shall ever be.
0 Lord, You alone are the Great Giver
to everyone; mankind cannot give
anything.
Lovingly He says that God is the Greatest of All. He is highest of all, He is
purest of all.
This is the saying of those Mahatmas Who went inside, Who saw the
glory and importance of God Almighty
within, and Who saw the blessings of
God Almighty. They have seen that
God Almighty gives things to everyone. For God Almighty, the sinners and
good people are alike. For Him, animals and men are alike and that is why
He provides every single creature with
the things they need. There are creatures in stones where there is no way to
reach them, but even there He provides
them with food.
Guru Nanak Sahib has said, "0Nanak, do not worry about anything because He is there to worry about you.
He has created the creatures even in
the waters, and even though there is no
way to reach there, but still He takes
care of them."
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to tell
the story that once Moses requested God
Almighty to give him the job of providing food to all the creatures. God

Almighty said, "Dear One, it is a very
difficult job." But Moses insisted on
getting that job for one day, so God
said, "Okay, you can have this job and
you can give food to all the creatures."
So he went and he gave food to everyone, except one person, and when he
came back to God Almighty, he reported that he had given food to
everyone except for one person.
God Almighty asked him why he
hadn't given him food, so he replied,
"Because he didn't deserve it."
"Why didn't he deserve the food?"
Moses replied, "0 Lord, he was indulging with a dead woman and that is
why I didn't think that he deserved the
food."
God Almighty replied, "Moses, he
was doing his karma, and he will pay
for that karma. Your job was to give
food to him and you should have given
him food, because God gives food to
everyone. He doesn't see whether one
is a sinner or whether one is a good
person. He provides food to everyone,
He provides everyone with the things."
Now this is the saying of those perfect Masters Whose Inner Eyes are
opened. They say that God Almighty
gives the food to everyone, but we people think that we are earning our own
bread, we are earning our own food.
We should realize, we should know,
that if God doesn't encourage us, if He
doesn't give us the strength, we cannot
even get up from our beds to go out in
the world and work to earn our livelihood. So we should understand that it
is God Almighty Who is providing us
with the things. He is the One Who is
giving food to everyone.
Once Prophet Mohammed was ex-

plaining this subject to His disciples.
and He said, "God Almighty does everything Himself and He is the One
Who provides the things to people, He
is the One Who gives everything to everyone." He had a lazy disciple who
said, "If God Almighty is doing everything Himself, does that mean I should
not do my work, I should not take care
of the camels, I should not tie their
legs?" Prophet Mohammed replied.
"No, that is not what I am saying. You
should tie their legs; you should protect
and take care of them. And if. after
doing your job, somebody steals the
camels, then you should understand that
it was the Will of God."
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"If even after making the efforts you
fail, you should understand that such
was the Will of God."
We should not jump in the well saying, "If there is God. He should come
and save us." God Almighty has given
us brains, He has given us the power of
intellect to think and discriminate, and
we have to use our brains. Kabir Sahib
says, "If someone while carrying a lamp
in his hand doesn't protect himself. and
he falls into a ditch or jumps into a
well - if he doesn't protect himself.
who will come to protect him?"
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that those who commit suicide, or those
who even think of committing suicide.
are doing a very big mistake. He used
to say that those who commit suicide
are grave sinners, because God Almighty has kept this matter in His own
hands. He is the One Who knows how
long one should live in this world. Even
though no one is going to live in this
world forever. still we do not have any
SANT BANI

right to disturb the plans of God Almighty. If we are taking our own life,
it means that we are interfering in the
program made by God Almighty and
we have no right to do that. So that is
why Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say that not even the Master forgives
one who commits suicide.

soul out of the body."
Dear Ones, the kings and emperors
didn't have any dearth of soldiers or
weapons. They had invented such great,
sophisticated weapons with which they
could kill millions in one blow. But
still, nobody had any remedy to protect
themselves from death.

Whatever pleases You, only that happens; what good does it do to cry
out in protest?
Many of those who had proclaimed their
sovereignty over millions offortresses on earth have now departed.
And those whom even the sky could not
contain, had ropes put through their
noses.

[there is a break in the tape here]

Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj explains
that many great rulers and emperors,
hearing whose name people used to
tremble, came into this world. Every
single word spoken by those great dictators and emperors became like laws
which people had to abide by. They
made many great forts and many great
palaces, but where are those structures
now? Now nobody lives in them. Only
the pigeons and other birds and animals live there, and they make them
dirty, and gradually they are being destroyed. Nobody even remembers them.
So Guru Nanak Sahib says that those
great rulers and emperors, those who
were so powerful in their own time,
even they were controlled by God Almighty. God Almighty has also taken
them away from this world.
Kabir Sahib says, "Kal is so mighty,
so brave, that even though great warriors and soldiers [are protecting] the
king, but still He comes and takes the
February 2003

0 mind, ifyou only knew the torment in
your future, you would not indulge
in the sweet pleasures of the present.
Guru Nanak Sahib said that if we really knew, if we really saw this with our
own eyes, how the sinner souls are being given the punishment in the hells,
and how they are suffering on account
of their bad deeds, then we would never misuse this time given to us and we
would never do anything bad.
A sugary poison has been coated on
the pleasures and we are eating these
pleasures, we are indulging in the pleasures. Guru Nanak Sahib says that if
we knew that these pleasures were nothing but poison, we would never consume them.
Master Kirpal has given us the diary
form, and it is a kind of day book. It is
the best way to keep the account of our
deeds and of our progress, and we all
must maintain it. Regarding the diary, I
have always said that if we make even
one mistake in our life, that one mistake can spoil our life. So if we go on
making the same mistakes again and
again and if we go on filling up our
diary form again and again, then where
do we stand? It is like the Punjabi saying: "The town authorities came, but
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still the citizens did not remove the thing
which they had been asked to remove."
In the same way, the Masters come,
They tell us not to do these things, but
we continue doing the things which
They tell us not to do. So we have just
made a ceremony of filling out the diary. We go on repeating the mistakes,
and we go on filling it up, but that is
not the way the diary works.

0 Nanak, as many as are the sins one
conzmits, so many are the chains
around his neck.
If he possesses virtues, then the chains
are cut away; these virtues are his
brothers, his true brothers.
Gum Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says, "The
sins which we are doing are like making very strong chains for our own
selves. If we really valued the good
qualities, then we would only go on
collecting the good qualities by doing
the good deeds."
Going to the world hereafter, those who
have no Master are not accepted;
they are beaten and expelled.

In this brief hymn Gum Nanak Dev Ji
Maharaj lovingly explained that we are
not going to live in this world forever.
It doesn't matter where we have taken
birth, in which community, religion, or
country we have been born. Just as we
have been united with people in this
world, in the same way, one day we

will be separated from them.
Many great dictators have come into
this world. They dug very deep foundations and they made very strong forts.
but they also did not live in this world
forever. They also left it.
We may say that we do not need
any Master because this is a matter between us and God Almighty, but if you
ask such people who say that they don't
need a Master. "Which God?" then they
don't have any answer. Gum Nanak Sahib says, "When you go there, if you
don't have the Master, then you are not
accepted over there; you are rejected."
And if you don't have any Master Who
has taken your responsibility, Who is
going to help you over there?
Kabir Sahib says, "If you have the
Master, He will come to rescue you,
He will help you when you are to be
churned in the mill," and "If it is mritten in your destiny that you should get
the guidance of the Master. only then
you come across a Master."
Kabir Sahib says. "The beating of
the Angel of Death is very severe, it is
unbearable, but fortunately I met a
Sadhu Who saved me from that beating."
So in this brief hymn Guru Nanak
Dev Ji Maharaj lovingly gave us the
warning and He told us how we can do
the meditation of the Shabd Naam and
reach our Real Home. So as He has
given us this bani. we should also do
the meditation of the Shabd Naam and
make our human birth successful.

SANT E3ANl

The Master's Birthday Message
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
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is the home of our Father, and various countries are so many rooms therein. Man is the highest in all
creation. We are all members of the family of God. Animals, birds
and reptiles are also the younger members of the family of God.
There is no question of East or West. We are children of God,
born the same way, with the same privileges from God. Soul
being of the same essence as that of God, we are all brothers and
sisters in God; and the same One Power whom we worship is
called by different names.
Man body is the golden opportunity in which we can know
God. He cannot be known by outgoing faculties, mind and intellect. It is the soul, being of the same essence as that of God, that
can know God. So we must know ourselves first, as like alone can
know the like.
All philosophers and sages of the East and West therefore gave
out "MAN!KNOWTHYSELF,"
in their own language which was prevalent at the time. The Greeks said, Gnothe Seauton; the Latins said,
Nosce Teipsum. All others also said the same thing: Knowledge o f
self precedes knowledge of God.
Knowledge of self cannot be had at the level of feelings or
emotions or by drawing inferences. All these are subject to error.
Seeing is above all. Seeing is believing.
Real knowledge of oneself will come by self-analysis or by
rising above body consciousness, the demonstration of which is
had at the feet of some Master.
This is why all Rishis of old enjoined children to be "twice
born" - one birth in the man body, the other by rising into the
Beyond. When they were twice born, they gave them the Gayatri
Mantra, which means "rise above the three planes and identify
yourself with the Sun." The children were given demonstrations
thereof and opened their Div Chakshu (Third Eye) to see the Light
HE WHOLE WORLD
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of the Sun. This custom still prevails amongst the Hindus: the
children are made "twice born," and given the Gayatri Mantra,
but they are not given the demonstrations thereof for want of
practical people. Christ also gave out, Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the Kingdom of God.
Man body is the wonderful house we live in. The body works
as long as we are in the body. There are nine apertures therein.
We cannot run away out of it. We are controlled in the body by
some Power. When that is withdrawn, we have to leave it. We
reside in the body as well as the God Power, which also resides in
it. Body is the True Temple of God.
Outer Hindu temples, churches, and other holy places were
made after the model of the man body. Therein the two symbols
of God are kept: viz., "God is Light," and "God is Nada" or the
Music of the Spheres.
We reside in the body and God also resides therein; both reside
in the same body, but one does not talk to the other. Mind is the
one standing in our way, between us and God. The first step we
have to take is to control the mind, no matter to which school of
thought we belong. Mind cannot be controlled by practices involving the outgoing faculties and the intellect; there is only one
remedy of controlling the mind, and that is within you. The
remedy is the True Nectar of Naam, the "Water of Life," the
"Bread of Life," which is within you; by tasting the sweet elixir of
which, mind leaves off all outer attachments.
You have to become a Gurumukh. Just do what the Master
orders you to do. Live up to His Commandments one hundred per
cent; you will progress quickly. Be grafted in Him; you will become what He is. St. Paul said, It is I, not now I, but Christ lives in
me. To achieve this realization, true living is required. Truth is
above all, but true living is still above Truth. Leave off all worldly
things which are standing in your way. Live up to what the
Master says, and pray, "0 God! Take us back home by any excuse
You can find. We are not fit, not worthy for that. It is only Your
Grace that can lead us to Your Home."
reprinted from Sat Sandesh, March 1973
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All Saints are One
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
I f y o u hear more than one Sound, or ij
you 're listening to one Sound and another one comes up, does it matter
which one you listen to, as long as
they're coming from the right?
All the Sounds are one. In the beginning when our mind is not still, we feel
that different Sounds are there and we
are listening to different types of sounds,
but if we will keep meditating, later on
we will find that all the Sounds become one.
In the beginning you hear different
Sounds all together, but later on they
become one. because the Sound is one.
Sant Ji, I read about all Masters being
one and the same, and another time I
read that You had said that certain Masters come again and again to the world.
I wondered if' you could comment on
that in relation to your own mission.
All the Saints Who come from Sach
Khand are One. There is no need to
comment on this statement, because all
the Saints, Those Who have reached
Sach Khand, They all become One, because They all merge in one another.
Many Saints come into this world again
and again, as Kabir Sahib came in all
This "walk talk" was given January 7,
1980, at 77 RB, Rasjasthan, India.
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the four ages. When some Masters
come again on this earth, They are
known to people, and Their history is
known to people, but some Masters
come into this world again and again
unknown to the people.
In the history of Ravidas it says that
He was born on this earth before He
was born as Ravidas. In His previous
birth, Ravidas was a disciple of Ramanand, Who is called the Master of
Kabir Sahib." Ramanand had many disciples, and in those days the sadhus
were not earning their livelihood by
farming or any other work, they were
begging from door to door. They collected food that way, and eating that
food, they were doing their meditations.
So Ramanand had many disciples who
used to go from door to door to get
food for the Master and for everybody.
One time, in the winter, it was raining, and Ramanand told a disciple
whose name was Brahmchari - the
one who was born as Ravidas in his
next birth - "Go and get some food
for me." Brahmchari went out, and as
he was passing by one merchant's
house, that merchant asked him, "0
Brahmchari, where are you going?"
Brahmchari replied, "I am going to get
some food for my Master." The mer-

* See "All Masters Had Masters," in
Streams in the Desert, pp. 379-381.

chant said, "Why not take food from
our house? It's very cold out there, and
moreover, it's raining. Don't go from
door to door, come to our house and
take as much food as you want." So he
took what food he wanted from the merchant and brought that to Ramanand.
Ramanand ate that food, and after
eating it when he started doing his meditation that night, he didn't find any
peace in meditation. He was vely upset
because he was not able to concentrate
and enjoy his meditation, and he was
trying to find out what was the reason
behind it. Next morning, when he asked
Brahmchari from where he brought the
food, he replied that it was from the
merchant's house. Ramanand knew that
those merchants were not very honest
and the way they were earning their
livelihood was not honest. He got upset
at Brahmchari and said, "Why didn't
you beg for the food from door to door,
as I had told you? You are a lazy one."
Ramanand became upset and gave him
a curse: "Since you were lazy last night,
which disturbed my meditation, I give
you the curse that you will be born in a
low caste family in your next lifetime."
So this was the story of his first
lifetime, and in his next lifetime, Ravidas was born in the home of the low
caste people, in the home of some cobblers. Ravidas, since he was a high soul,
right from his birth he knew that just
for a little mistake he had been given
another birth; otherwise, he would have
received liberation in his previous birth,
and he remembered that. He also knew
that he was born in a low caste family
and he didn't want to drink the milk of
his mother, because he was afraid that
if he would drink milk of a mother who

is from a low caste family, he might
pick up some bad karmas, and in that
way he wouldn't be able to get the liberation. So that's why he didn't drink
any milk for three days. instead he kept
sucking his thumb.
His parents were very worried. because that infant was not drinking any
milk, and there was nothing else to eat.
so they made a request to Ramanand
Who lived in the same town. Kashi.
The parents of Ravidas requested Ramanand, "Master, we have got one son.
and we don't know with whose support
he is living, because he has not drunk
even a drop of milk in the three days
since he was born. We don't know how
he is surviving. Will You please come
and bless him and do something so that
he may drink the milk and survive for
a long time?"
Rainanand knew that it was Ravidas who was not drinking the milk and
knew that he was afraid to pick up the
bad karmas of the low caste family.
Ramanand went there and told Ravidas, "You should not hesitate to drink
the milk. You will not pick up any bad
karmas. It was just because you were
lazy that I gave you the curse. You will
not make any mistake in this lifetime."
In that way. Ravidas started drinking
the milk.
There are many Mahatmas Who
come again and again into this world,
only for the sake of the souls: but in
some cases it remains unknown to people, because the Mahatma's histories
are not put together by the people. In
the case of some other Mahatmas, people do know about Them because They
give clear hints that They had come
earlier.
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When we get the high status, or
when we get liberation. or when we
become one with God, at that time the
soul knows that he is the end and he is
the beginning, and at that time there is
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no difference behveen the soul and oversoul.
Masters don't speak clearly in this
world that there is no difference between Them and God, because when17

ever They utter those words, the orthodox religious people don't like that, and
they always give Them trouble. When
Mansur said, "An a1 Hak," which
means, "I am God," at that time the
people put Him to death. And you can
find this in the case of many other Masters, Who said that there was no difference between Them and God, They
were also given troubles.
In Multan: many Pirs, Saints and
Mahatmas have taken birth, and Shamaz
Tabriz also used to live there. Once the
prince of that area died, and many religious people, Saints, Pirs and Masters
were called to put life back into the
dead body of the prince. Many so-called
saints and masters were there, claiming
to be real saints, and claiming that they
were the only devotees of God. They
all performed their practices in their
own ways. Some performed the austerities, some performed another type of
practice - they all did their ways of
devotion so that they might please God
and get life into the dead prince again,
but nobody became successful.
Finally, when Shamaz Tabriz came
there. He was also told by the king to
do something so that his son might live
again. Shamaz Tabriz said, like other
people, "I beg you in the name of God
that you should get up." But nothing
happened, because He had said that as
the other people were speaking, there
was no charging, there was nothing in
that. When nothing happened, everybody was disappointed, so again
Shamaz Tabriz touched that body and
said, "Now I beg you in my name that
you get up," and when He said that, the
prince at once got up.
Everybody was surprised, because

when Shamaz Tabriz begged the prince
to get up in the name of God, he didn't
get up, but when He begged him to get
up in His name. then he got up. The
other so-called masters were afraid of
their own position. so they started criticizing Shamaz Tabriz, and they told the
king, "Up until now, no Master or no
Saint has ever shown a miracle and nobody has said that he is equal to God,
but this man is trying to prove that He
is greater than God. which goes against
our Muslim religion, so He should be
punished." The king forgot what
Shamaz Tabriz had done for him and
for his son. and he obeyed the other
people, and he punished Shamaz Tabriz
by deskinning Him.
Whenever the Masters say that there
is no difference between Them and
God, people don't believe and moreover they give troubles to Them. That
is why, even though all the Saints are
One, and God and the Saints are One.
but still Saints always keep quiet. and
they let the disciples decide and let the
disciples see that there is no difference
between Them and the Almighty.
Sunderdas, the initiate of Master
Sawan Singh, whose story has appeared
in Sant Bani Magazine, was a very dear
devotee of Master Sawan Singh, and
after going through a lot of sufferings.
when he came to live with me. he lived
with me for a long time. When Master
[Kirpal] came to my place. Master at
once told him to sit and meditate, and
when he got up from meditation. he
told his experiences to Master. in which
he said that he has seen in his meditation that once Master was born as
Shamaz Tabriz.
God is One and He has always reSANT BANI

mained One - from the very beginning of this Creation, there is only one
God pervading everywhere. But He definitely changes the body; sometimes the
Masters are tall, sometimes They are
short, sometimes they are black in color, sometimes they are white in color,
but the Power which is working within
Them, the God Who is working within
Them is the same, and He has been the
same One from the very beginning.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"The Light is the same, the practices
which They teach are the same; They
only change Their bodies.
Sant Ji told us yesterday that all Saints
come prepared. I wonder whether all
these Saints - like Sawan Singh, Who
had to suffer Jive months with a broken
leg and His karma was cut down,from
Jive years, and all the other troubles
They go through - are they just an
act? Since They come prepared, why
don't They just start meditating jrom
the very beginning?
You people's minds work too much.
[laughter] You people don't meditate,
and when you read something, you
don't understand that, and you don't
think upon that. As long as God wants
the Saints to remain hidden They have
to go through all the sufferings like the
other people do. Master Sawan Singh
Ji used to say that He was going to be
born in the District of Faridkot, one
part of Punjab, but because of certain
reasons, His birth was shifted from
Faridkot to Ludhiana.
If They open Their inner veil from
the very beginning, or on the very first
day, if Their inner veil gets opened,
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then They would never meditate, and
then They would never search for God.
Will you search for water if you are
not thirsty? You should know that when
such Masters come, They are not affected by richness or by poverty. If They
are born in the rich family, a rich place,
still Their search for God is like the
search of God They would do if born
in the poor family. And after searching, when They meet or come across
some Mahatma Who can give Them
the knowledge of Shabd Naam, and
when They get the Initiation, They don't
waste Their time as we people do. After getting Initiation They utilize every
single minute in doing the devotion, because They know that now They have
got the real thing and They have to
show the people how meditation is done
and how God is achieved.
At present in India, people don't
worry much about the problem of untouchablity and they don't believe in
that, but a long time back, 30, 35 or 40
years back, this untouchablity was a big
problem in India. The people of the
higher castes didn't want to see people
of a low caste or the untouchables. If
even a drop of water would touch the
body of the untouchables and then get
on the body of a higher caste person,
then they would take water from the
holy Ganges, and by sprinkling some
water on their body, they would feel
purified.
At the places where people used to
get their water, they had different pipes
for different castes: this is the pipe for
the Muslims, this is for the Harijans
[the untouchables], this is for the Hindus, and like that. They didn't like to
touch the water [from the other castes]

either, even though all the water was
the same.
When I was about ten years old we
had a Muslim servant on our farm. Once
we were playing. and that Muslim servant had some water there. Before leaving the farm, he told us boys that we
should not drink his water because he
was Muslim: "You people should not
drink the water from the pot of a Musllm." When he left, you know that if
you tell a child that he should not do
this, he will definitely do that. So when
he told us that we should not do that, I
thought, "Let me try this water; I'll see
whether it gets stuck in my throat or
what happens."
I had seen that people kept the water separate. Even my father did that,
because our house was on the way and
my father had a place for people to
rest. He had drinking water for the travelers, and he had different pipes for the
different castes of people.
I was very curious to know what
the water of this Muslim would do to
me, so I drank that water, but nothing
happened. It was like the other, normal. water. When the servant came
back, the other boys told him that I had
drunk his water, so he told my father.
My father got so upset that he didn't
allow me to enter the house until I was
purified by a pundit. When that pundit
came, he burned a lot of incense, a lot
of ghee, and after performing some
practices when he was given two quintals of wheat and one cow as a donation, only then he left, saying that now
I was purified and now I should be allowed to enter the home. My father got
very upset at me and said, "If you had
not drunk the water of that Muslim, I

would not have spent all this money.
All this is done only to purify you, so
you should not do that again."
I told him, "Father. you don't know.
All the water is the same. I have tried
that water, and whatever people say
about it, that is not true. You should
know that all the waters are the same."
But he didn't believe that.
You see that there were many other
kids who were playing with me. and
there were many other children and people in that village, but who had that
thought? Not any other person had that
thought, although this thing is true.
Only such souls, Those Who come
from Sach Khand, and those who are
to do something in this world for the
sake of other souls - since they are
searching for God from the very beginning, that's why they have all these
types of questions. and that's why they
always try to teach other people. Whenever they get any opportunity, they try
to teach other people about God and
about all these things.
When the Saints come, no doubt
They are all prepared, but They go
through all these things and They live
like normal people, but still They are
different from the normal people. They
have to live Their life like the regular
people only to show the people how
one can become a Saint from a normal
man.
Once when I was visiting Ferozepur with my mother. at the train station, they were shouting: "The water of
Muslims, the water of Hindus." and like
that, because they were selling the water. When I heard that somebody was
selling the water of Muslims, I called
him, but when my mother saw that, she
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told that man, "No, you go away; he
doesn't want any water," and she told
me not to drink that. [laughter]
She had some doubts that even
though I had not drunk that water, but
still since I had the thought of drinking
that water, it meant that I had become
a little bit impure. She told my father,
and my father was also an easily upset
type of person, so he went to the pundit
and brought him on his shoulders. He
didn't want to give any trouble to the
pundit, because that was the second time
that I was impure. [laughter] In those
days, they didn't have jeeps or anything like that, so he carried him on his
shoulders. When he was brought to our
home, he was fed kheer, which is rice
cooked in milk, and it's a very delicious food for a pundit. Like halvah, it
also can be eaten without using the
teeth. But pundits say that by eating
that delicious food, kheer, they have to
use their teeth, and after eating they
ask for some money, which they call
money for the wear and tear of their
teeth. Because they want the money,
they ask for money for their teeth.
After everything was done, my father forgot to give that money, so that
pundit became upset, and he vomited
that kheer out. My father thought that
there was something wrong in what he
had done to purify me. Maybe my
mother didn't bathe before making that
kheer, or maybe the people who attended were not having pure thoughts or
something. So he told my mother to
bathe and then make kheer again. After
the kheer was made, my father told us
to bathe. We all bathed in cold water,
and we all were told to sit in front of
the pundit with our both hands folded
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in front of him while he was eating the
kheer. We all were doing the Simran of
Wahe Guru. We all were requesting
God that this time the kheer should definitely stay in the stomach of the pundit and not come up. [much laughter]
After the pundit ate the kheer, my father thought, "Maybe the first time I
didn't give much money, so let me give
more this time," so he gave him five
rupees. When he gave five rupees instead of one and a quarter, the pundit
became pleased and the kheer remained
in his stomach.
These were the days [of my childhood], but from the very beginning I
didn't have any thought of untouchability, or I didn't have any discrimination
between the people of low or high
castes, and many times I was a problem for my family members.
Whenever the Saints come, right
from Their childhood, They teach their
family and other people to be broadminded, because They have a broad
mind, and They have room for every
creature in Their heart, and They love
and respect everybody.
When such Souls come, They are
not affected by any discrimination of
caste or creed, and They are not even
affected by the fake practices of the
other so-called saints.
You would have read the story of
Baba Jaimal Singh. Was there any other child at that time who searched for
God, as Baba Jaimal Singh did? Baba
Jaimal Singh traveled from the Western part of India to the East all on foot,
searching for God. After searching a
lot, when still He didn't get anything,
and when He found out about Swami
Ji Maharaj, He went to Him and He

got Initiation. After getting Initiation
from Swami Ji, He didn't waste even a
single minute, and He kept doing His
meditation, even when He was in the
army. You know how He devoted His
time to His practices, along with doing
His army service.
Russell Perkins got the opportunity
to visit the Ashram of 16PS, which is a
little bit away from the village, and he
has seen how I had made an underground cave for doing meditation. At
that time I had only one sevadar with
me who was cooking food, and I had
told him that he should make the food
and keep it at a certain place. He was
not allowed to call me for food, because I told him that whenever I would
want to eat food, I would come out and
eat food by myself. He should not worry about me. Moreover, I didn't have
any comfortable cushions or anything
like that, just a plain wooden bench was
there to sit on for meditation. The meaning of saying all these things is that
when such souls come, right from the
very beginning They search for God,
and when Their search is completed,
when They get Initiation, They devote
all Their time in meditation.
Hazur Maharaj Ji, Master Kirpal,
initiated thousands of souls, and He put
thousands of souls on the way back to
God. And I respect and have love for
all the initiates who were initiated by
Master Kirpal. But you will find only a
few from the millions, someone who
has spent all his time doing his meditation after getting Initiation, and who
has not done any worldly work since
his Initiation.
As long as it is in the Will of God.
such souls when they come, they search

for God, and when their search is completed, or when it comes in the Will of
God that now their search is completed
and they should find the perfect Master, they do get a perfect Master and
get Initiation and then they meditate.
Sometimes there is no perfect Master living in the world in the human
form. In those cases, when such a soul
has to be initiated, the Masters Who
have left the body earlier are told by
Almighty God to appear in the world
at the place where that soul is and give
Initiation. There are many stories of past
Masters and many disciples who got
Initiation in that way. when no Master
was living in this world, but still they
got Initiation.
Paltu Sahib's Master. Whose name
was Gobind Dass. was initiated by
Bhikha Ji, Who appeared long after He
left the body physically. In the same
way, Sukhdev Muni had left this
physical plane long ago. but He initiated Charandas.
Hazur Maharaj Ji used to say that
this is the law of nature. that there is
food for every hungry person and water for every thirsty person, and nature
supplies that. The law of demand and
supply always works. The meaning of
this statement was not just a casual saying; the deep meaning of this is that no
matter if a Master is not living in this
world, but still if there is a soul who
has the desire for God-realization, and
if his search and demand for God is
very strong, then he will be supplied
with a Master. and a past Master will
appear to give him Initiation. By saying that the law of demand and supply
always works. Master meant this.
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The Game Of Secrets
A Poem of Stories & Illuminations
by Michael Raysson
Chapter Eight
The Tavern of Secrets:
The morning sun
rises over
the Sea
of Time.
The fish
peep their heads
above
the rolling waves.
The faithful
rise for prayer.
The call
comes down.
Someone speaks.
Someone listens.
The others
are asleep.
For those
who never sleep,
there is
another place
where cups
jump of their own,
hand in hand
with the Wine.
Into
that place,
come the friends
and lovers.
when the world
is hard;
when the world
is dry.
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Anyone
can enter.
no matter
who;
with the Pass Word
of Love
and the smile
of the Friend.
It is said.
"Whenever you go,
however
you go,
you will always
find Him
with His
shining eyes."
It is
known
as the
Tavern of Secrets,
which
was built
from the sighs
of Lovers.
Even from here,
endless miles beyond.
you can hear
their songs.
Even from here,
you can hear them
drifting upon
the enchanted winds of chance.

The Tavenl of'Secvets: II
Underneath
the folding bridge of reality,
floats the world
in which we live,
bobbing
up and down
upon the
muddy stream.
No one
remembers
how it came
to be there.
No one
really
knows
its name.
Sometimes.
one part
is under water.
Sometimes another
But sooner
or later.
everyone drowns.
It is just a matter of time
Since we
have been watching,
no one has gone
over the bridge.
Since we
have been watching.
not one
has ventured beyond.

If you ask.
no one
can tell you
why.

If you ask,
you will
never be
answered.
We have watched
and waited.
We have stood
where nobody goes.
We had
forgotten
our hands
were empty.
We had forgotten
we were
standing
on air.
Large rocks
and small rocks
have fallen down
from Heaven.
They are lying
in the fields.
They will not
return.
If you ask them
the secret
of why
they have come.
they will never
tell you.
That Secret
is locked within
The Secrets of Heavens.
the Secrets of Hells.
the Secret of where
you are going.
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the Secret
of why
you are
here.

So he began to drink.
Each life of the world
was in that Cup.
One by one, he drank them up.

All the blind people
are gathered.
But I am going
through the Tavern doors.

Soon, every life
was contained in the Collector,
who had drained the Cup
to the bottom.

Let me drink
some Wine.
Fill it high
and wide.

Now the Cup Bearer
offered him a second Cup
larger than the first by far.
It was called the 'Universal Cup.'

Where
am I going?
Why
am I here?

Once again, the Cup Bearer told him
not to leave a drop.
Once again, the Collector
looked into His eyes and drank.

Drink
the Wine of Secrets.
All questions
will disappear.

All the lives of the Universe
were in that Cup,
and the Collector of Secrets
drained them down.

The Collectov of'Secrets: X
Once, in the Time of War,
the Collector of Secrets
went into the Tavern
where all thirst is slaked.
There he saw the Cup Bearer.
Who came up to him
with a Cup
bigger than the world.
"Do you dare to drink?"
asked the Cup Bearer.
"Then drink it all
and leave not a drop!"
Looking into the eyes
of the Cup Bearer,
no one could refuse.
Nor was the Collector any different.
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"Very good!" said the Cup Bearer.
"But now drink the third Cup,"
and He handed him the Cup
which has no end.
Looking into the eyes
of the Beloved Cup Bearer.
the Collector took the Cup
and drank.
Worlds, cups, Taverns
disappeared.
Suns. Moons, lovers
disappeared.
God disappeared.
and, at last, the Collector disappeared.
Only the Cup Bearer and the Cup
remained.

A great sigh was heard,
which had no limit or end.
The Cup Bearer's eyes
shone with infinite delight.

like oceans of stars
rolling into space;

If you play with me,
there is nothing I will not tell you

I will come as ship.
landing on your shore.

Nothing will I hide.
Nothing will I give you in abundance.

Everything from every place
is in the hold.

Like Wine winding through mountains,
flowing through their veins:

I will coine
like the quicksilver of sighs.

like stones turned liquid;
like worlds without form;

I will coine
and you will not see me

like endless countries
exploding in fire.
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I will hold your hand
and you will feel nothing
Your life will flow away.
I will show you what is left.

I will show you what is hidden
from the eyes of centuries that you have
made.

It is time to paint the stars.
Take your brush
and put the glow on the moon
Lick the edges with your tongue.
With your fingers,
scratch away the stains.
Catch the imp
who is running between the stations
of endless space.
With infinite daring,
place the colors upon the fruit
of eternal wisdom.
The Wine which is the Cup
that knows no bottom,
fill it with sighs.
Take the ends of your lips
and press them
against the limitlessness of Grace.
Make a boat of your eyes.
Cross the Sea
of Great Emptiness.
Tell Him of the condition
of the lovers on earth
who are dying away.
Take His breath
upon the wind of your heart
that is waiting.

Know that it is spring.
Know that flowers are blooming
everywhere but on the earth,
Take the message
that He gives you
with His blessed mouth.
Seal it with your tears.
Place the Stamp of Love.
Post it away.

The Tavern of Secrets: III
Somewhere,
in the place
where we were
lost forever,
once
1 gathered
up the
rivers
made of blood
and excrement.
And 1 said,
'bFlowaway from me!"
Then I picked up
my life
and I tossed it
upon my back.

I tucked it
carefully away.
"Good-bye
and farewell."

No one said to me
"You can't go there."
No one said to me
that I was blind.

Moons
passed by
me
in the sky.
They never
looked at me
They never
spoke.
They never
said that
I was
lost.
Suns
passed by me.
underneath
my feet.
They did not
touch my toes.
They did not
speak.
Souls on fire
passed by me.
their flames
were bright.
They covered up
the Sky.
They didn't
speak.
The Beloved
passed my way.
He covered up
the Suns and Moons.

He covered up the souls and Skies
He covered up my hand with His.
And He led me
through the door.

If the pieces

of the Universes
that are born
and die:

If the players
of the Game
are you
and I:
And if
the rolling Sea
we stand
before
leaves endless
golden droplets
on the
shore.
Who then
is the world?
Who then
is He?
Who then
the Suns?
Who then
are you and me?
Who then
the players?
Who then
the board?
Who then
the pieces?
Who then
the Lord?

In the
Box of Secrets
Which
I carry round,
I look
inside
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and nothing
is found.
If the Box
is empty,
and if I am
empty, too,
it is time
to play the Game
of When the World
Is New.
And if you, too,
are nothing;
and if the Sea
is wine;
And if the Moon
has kissed your face;
and if the Universe
is thine;
And if you play and if you dance;
and if you drink the Cup;
and if your world has disappeared;
and if your time is up.

The Secret Beloved: VII
Once, the God of Love came to the
Secret Beloved and complained,
"You get all the real Lovers.
Only the leftovers come to me.
It doesn't seem to be fair."
"Listen," said the Beloved,
"Tonight, you come to our Tavern,
and you drink the Wine we drink.
Then, perhaps, you will learn something."
So that night, the God of Love did come,
and they gave to him the Seat of Honor.
The Beloved, Himself, served him Wine,
the like of which has never been seen on
earth.
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He sang and danced with the Friends.
He became so lost, he did not know who
he was
or what he was or where he was.
Nor did he wish to ever know.
As they danced, they sang and prayed,
"Let us stretch out this night
so that it never ends.
O Lord, don't ever let us leave the
Tavern!
Now that we have drunk,
let us have the Lover's Night.
Let us only enjoy His Wine.
Let us only see His light.
Let us not commit the sin
of going out where we came in.
Beware of any world that lies
outside the Temple of His eyes."
At this, the Great Lord of Time became
afraid
that His god of Love would never return.
So he came to the door of the Tavern
and yelled and screamed like a crazy man.
The God of Love heard Him and looked
out.
Then. remembering who he was, he also
grew afraid.
For he feared he would lose his position,
and he immediately ran outside.
After that, he never went near the
Beloved,
or even any of his Lovers.
Nor did he complain about the poor group
of leftovers
that came his way.
Lips
have
called
Him.

Lips
have drunk.
Lips
have kissed.
Eyes
have
seen
Him.
Eyes
have
dived
deep.
Eyes
have
seen
Eyes
Feet
have
walked
There.
Feet
have come
to
His Door.
Feet
have
suffered
here.
Heart
has
become
a Mirror.
Heart
has sighed.
Heart
has disappeared.

The Tavern ofsecrets: IV
Having entered in.
at once
I lost
myself.

I
I
I
I

lost my heart.
lost my head.
disappeared.
sang.

Amidst the Friends
and Lovers,
who raised
Their Cups,

I sang
and raised my Cup.
which filled
with Wine.

1 danced
around
the Sea
of Wine.
I danced
with Him
Who
served it up.
I kissed
the Wine.
I kissed
the Cup.
And He
kissed me
upon
the lips that drank.
The Sky below.
the Sky above
rained up Wine,
rained down Love.
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Whom
the Beloved
called
to join

He sings
of Secrets
and He sings
of Signs.

into
the deeps
of Sea
and Wine,

And all the Friends
and all the Lovers
raise their Cups
and drink the Sea.

He gave to each
a ship
to sail and dive,
a ship to fly;

He takes
each one
in hand,
as He, too, takes me.

A ship
to hunt
for
treasures;

We walk
amidst the flowers
and the trees
of Grace.

A ship
to live;
a ship
to die;

The flowers bend
like petaled Cups,
and offer Wine
unto our lips.

A ship
into the Heavens;
a ship
Beyond;

then they open up
like Suns,
and sail away
like ships.

A
ship
of
Love.

He dips
His fingers
into
the Sea of Wine.
He brings up
worlds
that dance
upon His palm.

God
will
Take
your heart
And
put it
on
the flame;
Placing there
the Brand
of His
Eternal Name.

Only those
who drink the Wine
speak not a word.
nor make a sign.

In the deeps,
she sees the Lovers
who have forgotten everything
except the Beloved and Wine.

Only
do
they say
"More Wine!"

Then the Tavern Master comes
With His own hands.
He takes the Cup
and puts it to her lips.

0 Beloved,
tell
the sober
people

-'Drink!" He commands.
But her mouth is frozen.
Again, "Drink!"
Tears fall into the Cup.

that
their
lives
are lost:

"Drink or leave!"
Not a cry or a sigh
comes from her lips
w h ~ c hcannot move.

That they were made for only this:
to laugh and dance and sing
and drink the Wine
that has no cost.

From the Wme. itself.
comes "Drink!"
From the Lovers in the Tavern
comes "Drink!"

The Secret Fool: IX
The Secret fool
sits in the Secret tavern
looking at the Secret Wine.
The Secret Hours stand still.
She does not touch it ever
with her lips.
Just looking.
she is drowned.

The air cries "Drink!"
the Cup cries "Drink!"
Even the ground beneath
crles "Drink!"
Everywhere 111 the Universe.
comes the cry "Drink!"
Even from the mouths of the dead
comes "Drink!"
Finally. her own lips open.
crying "Drink! Drink!
And every Cup of Wine
comes to the Fool.
"

On its surface,
she sees the Cupbearer,
full of Light.
looking at her.
Underneath. she sees the fish
drunk with intoxication,
swimming on the current
of Light and Sound.

From every place.
they come to her lips.
crying "Drink1
Drink! Drink! Drink!"
And the Fool drinks.
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